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Energy Companies Look for Help When

Fracking Operations Degrade Roadways
E.J. Breneman uses FDR to stabilize roads in the Marcellus and Utica shale fields of Pennsylvania

In 2008, the first natural gas energy companies started exploring the deep layers of shale hidden one and half miles below the
surface of the countryside of Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio and West Virginia. There they discovered a homegrown source of energy.
It brought these states a billion‐dollar development which meant new jobs, newfound riches, and some of the lowest unemployment
numbers in the U.S.
It also brought anxiety for the environmentalists, worries about ground water pollution ad above‐ground contamination, and in
some communities, divided opinions and bickering from those who had hit pay dirt to those who had not.
Shale gas refers to natural gas that is trapped within shale formations. Shale is fine‐grained sedimentary rock that can be rich
sources of petroleum and natural gas. Over the past decade, the combination of horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing (fracking)
has allowed access to large volumes of shale gas that were previously uneconomical to produce.
The production of natural gas from shale formations has rejuvenated the natural gas industry in the United States. Marcellus Shale
is one of the largest natural gas fields in the world. Around 2,000 to 7,000 feet below the Marcellus formation is the Utica Shale
formation extending from Quebec, Canada, south to Kentucky with major concentrations in Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia.
The good news is the availability of large quantities of shale gas should enable that U.S. to consume a predominantly domestic
supply of gas for many years and produce more natural gas than it consumes. The bad news….roads are being destroyed.

DESTRUCTION OF ROADWAYS
Roads that used to carry farm‐to‐market traffic are now required to carry hundreds of trucks with loads that contain drilling pad
equipment, water and additives such as sand, and chemicals to help in the fracking processes.
Some of these roads within the Marcellus and Utica shale drilling fields
can carry hundreds of loads of water per day. In the very early days of
natural gas drilling in the Marcellus and Utica Shale formations, the last
consideration was the state and local roadways. State and local roadways
became impassable even with a four‐wheel drive vehicle.
In some of the more rural Pennsylvania counties, many of the roads are
still made of dirt and gravel. It took little time to destroy these roads. Even
the improved roadways that had many applications of oil and chip and hot
mix asphalt became victims of the increased traffic and axle loadings.
In the beginning, large quantities of aggregate where merely laid and
spread on the surface of the roads. As these aggregates migrated to the
(continued on pages 16 & 17)
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LIFE AT THE BLACKTOP PLANT...

T HE
B LACKTOP
P LANT :
Information
provided by
Tony Kasprzak

ABOVE: Lynn Kauffman has been with the company for 26 years and has much experience in
making blacktop. He operated the old drum mix plant in Sinking Spring for many years and
currently operates the Batch Plant at Ontelaunee.

Although it was a slow
start to the paving season
things have really picked
up at the blacktop plant.
July was a particularly
busy month with the crew
at the plant producing
some
nice
tonnage
numbers in both inside
and outside sales.
Converting the drum
and batch plants to burn
natural gas has proven to
be a wise decision both
environmentally
and
economically. The burners
have been burning clean
and trouble free all
summer.

ABOVE: Kyle Sterner has been with the company for about three years, starting as a mechanic
in the shop. As of the 2013 paving season, Kyle has been trained as the Drum Plant Operator
and has been doing a great job in that position.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FIND MIKE POLAK and
Out of the entries received we had 4 winners: Kevin Templin, Jeff DeMarte,
Roy Knieriem and Larry Orischak. At the last Street Smart committee meeting we asked Rex
Jandrew to draw a name from a hat and the winner was…..

We have been building
up our stone stock piles in
anticipation of a very busy
end of summer and into
fall with some nice sized
jobs
slated
to
get
underway soon.
There is a lot of paving
season left and we are
looking forward to staying
safe and busy.

MARKERS ALONG THE WAY...
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Lynn Hatt

We say many words to describe the bids, the jobs, and the areas that the
Company is working on and we even seen those road nicknames indicated
in the newsletter. The language we use seems foreign to some in the
office. For those of you who are unfamiliar with the lingo here are just a
few of the markers you see when commuting.

LEFT:
This is a state specific route sign.
In this case it’s for the state of
Pennsylvania

Fireside Bar & Grill
Bethlehem Pike, Ambler, PA
RIGHT:
Often referenced as I‐83, it is an
interstate route shield. This
particular sign could be seen
here through a number of states.
Note the number 83; odd
numbers indicates the road is
running north/south. If it reads
I‐76, an even number, it would
be running east/west.

Fireside Bar & Grill serves Italian style
foods. They have an open wood fire pizza
oven, which is visible from the dinning room.
They serve pizza, salads, sandwiches, wraps
and pasta dishes. There are a dozen beers to
choose from along with several wine
selections.

LEFT:
What you see is a marker for state route
0054, segment 30. The lower portion is
broken into segments for identification
of that particular area. We use section
markers to find areas of roads that we
are bidding.

They have a large room split in half. On
the left as you enter is a large oval bar. On
the right are tables and chairs. It is very
family friendly. There are six TVs on the walls
mostly showing sports programs. The
waitress/waiter service is very friendly and
professional. The prices are low for the area
and there is a lot of good food.
Outstanding value for the dollar!

MILESTONES
5 Years
Andy Zielinski—5/5/2008
Doug Bailey—5/19/2008
Jeff DeMarte—6/10/2008
Larry Orischak—6/23/2008
Mike Pecika—6/25/2008
Jeff Melochick—7/15/2008
Greg Sleva—7/24/2008

10Years
Rusty Magee—7/22/2003

25 Years
Dean Etchberger—7/18/1988

35 Years
Jeff Klopp—7/10/1978

40 Years
John Frankhouser—6/18/1973

STREET SMART STAFF
RIGHT:
We all recognize this number US422.
This sign indicates an original United
States route before the interstate
system was implemented.

Mike Polak, Charlene Zawaski, Becky Steltz, Paula
Blankenbiller, Maryanne Mohan, Jonathan
Arsenault, and Amanda Smith.
Published and written IN‐HOUSE tri‐annually
for the employees of:
E.J. Breneman, L.P., and
EJB Paving & Materials Co.
All comments and/or corrections are welcome.
Contact the staff by calling 610‐678‐1913.
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EJB Paving & Materials Field Update by Steve Orischak
Here we are in the middle of the 2013 paving season. It seems as if we are just getting started as we had a late start due to
the economy, the slowness of the commercial/private industry recover, and a lack of PennDOT spending on paving
roadways. However, now we are running like gang busters!
After looking at the projects to be completed as of Labor Day, I realize that we have a fair amount of work remaining. The
EJB Construction Division, compared to the same time of year last year, has 60 more crew days of work on the books. We have
approximately 70,000 tons of material to be placed yet in the season. The vast majority of this work is in two major projects:
(HRI/Rt 61 Deer Lake) and (Allan A. Myers/West Hills Industrial Park).
In spite of that, work is still very scarce and margins are very tight. Holding to a ten hour day and adhering as closely as
possible to the measures on the Job Control Sheets is the key to a successful project and season. Companies that let this slide away from them are
companies that get passed by and left on the wayside. Please keep the focus on this for the remainder of the season as our future depends on your
productivity each and every day.
I think the communication between the plant and foremen has been good this year but keep working on this with Tony Kasprzak, Lynn Kauffman, and
Kyle Sterner at the plant. Trucking is increasingly important as we work further away from Berks County.
At some point we may have to switch to a 50 hour work week depending on the work load. Make a point to not schedule your Fridays off! We are
going to need every one of you in order to complete this work on time. Let’s keep the pavers moving and pave our way toward a successful season.

ALL PICTURES: Shoulder
reconstruction for SR61‐Over
Mahannon Creek Bridge in
Schuylkill County consists of the
team work of Tom Beck, Jon
Gibas, Terry Reinert, Sr., Rusty
MaGee, Mike Orischak, Cole
Underkoffler, and Al Tyson.
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SHOP Update by Kerry Hafer filling in for Rodney Treichler
Can you believe summer is over? Where did the time go? Looking back on the year the mechanics in the
shop were active during the winter doing a lot of repairs and improvements to the equipment. Then before
we knew it the construction season began and the guys were busy in the shop and out in the field repairing
and servicing equipment in use. With all the summer jobs that took place we anticipate another overload in
the off‐season.
With that being said we need everyone’s help. That means checking fluid levels, greasing, blowing out
radiators, looking for problems and then writing up those problems with the equipment. These items help us keep things running
and gives us time to react in an appropriate fashion. Your help is greatly appreciated!
Hope everyone has a good season and rest of the year.

RIGHT:
Cowabunga!!! Is that Tim
Shane or is it really the Shop
Ninja?!? No matter who he is
watch out for his flying
nunchucks!

RIGHT & BOTTOM: “PIMP MY RIDE”
The shop was busy modifying this brand new CAT AP1000E
Paver for EJB Paving & Materials Co. to be used on this
year’s jobs.
For those of us who might not know, material moves in the
open location (picture at right) and comes out through the
back (picture below).
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News from Operations, Spring 2013 by John DeMartino
EJB was asked by Southwestern Energy to replace a bridge for them on a road they needed for heavy truck
access. Well, not exactly the Golden Gate Bridge, but a very important one none the less. We installed a temporary
bridge, called a jumper bridge, until a permanent bridge could be constructed later this fall.
Page 7 shows the different stages as the installation took place.
#1 The current, deficient bridge is on the left and the jumper bridge is on the tractor trailer on the right.
#2 Preparations are being made to unload the jumper bridge. Concrete blocks are being installed as a foundation
for the bridge to rest upon.
#3 The tractor trailer in the background is carrying the temporary bridge – which will be pulled off of trailer by the Gradall on the right.
#4 Bridge is off trailer and will then be unfolded.
#5 After bridge is unfolded, steel plates are placed in the hinge area so that bridge can support traffic.
#6 Bridge placement is now complete. Grade adjustments and road configuration are made to existing road using aggregate.
#7 E.J. Breneman truck was there to deliver aggregate and assist with grade adjustments.
#8 EJB Paving & Materials completed the paving and line striping was placed. As you can see, the roadway was narrowed to a single
lane bridge that can now support fully loaded truck traffic for our client. In October, we will go back to this location and remove the
bridge by folding it back up and winching it back onto a tractor trailer and it will be returned. Then a conventional bridge will be
constructed in its place.
#9 Signs installed and bridge opened to traffic.
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ABOVE: Operator Dan Sejuit is running
the Wirtgen 150 Mill.

RIGHT:
Kurt Gilbert
runs the Skid
Loader for
this CIR job.

LEFT: You will see the conveyor of the
Wirtgen 150 Mill milling out the edge
of the road so the Recycle Mill can
finish the road in two pulls instead of
making three pulls.
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Snapshots from “The Road” Pictures provided by Crew Foreman
#2

#1

#3

#4

#6
#5

#7

#8
#9
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Snapshots from “The Road” Continued Pictures provided by Crew Foreman

LEFT: Foreman Steve Clegg and AJ Sockalosky make sure the Roadtec
shuttle buggy and the Roadtec paver are ready to go.
ABOVE: With the rest of the crew consisting of Rob Jones, Lyndell Ricard,
and Cisco Alvarado, you can see how a road looks after Ultra‐Thin process
has been applied.

LEFT: The
Roadtec paver is busy again
with Foreman Lyndell
Ricard, Operator Rob Jones,
Cisco Alvarado and AJ
Sockalosky.
RIGHT:
Foreman James Scott, Paver
Operator Chuck Belschwinder
and Jackie Stamper working
the Screed, Doug Bailey and
Kyle Lenosky perform another
successful Ultra‐Thin job.

ABOVE: High five to AJ Sockalosky and Cisco Alvarado for getting
down and dirty. They were just two of the Ultra‐thin teamwork
which also consisted of foreman Steve Clegg along with Rob
Jones for Bedford, Indiana job. Lookin’ good boys!!
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Snapshots from “The Road” Continued

ABOVE: Running the paver is Rob Jones with Jason Sockalosky on the
left and Cisco Alvarado running the screed on the right. Mike, the
GreenTree driver, walks along the right side with the DOT inspector
as a laborer from E&B Paving follows Jason.
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ABOVE: With this view, you can now see the full length of the screed being
run by Rob Jones with Jason Sockalosky at the rear. If you haven’t seen the
equipment up close and personal, you just don’t realize just how massive
they are until you see a picture like this.

ABOVE: This angle shows Cisco Alvarado along the side of the
screed being followed by GreenTree driver Mike and the DOT
inspector. Oh...and Steve Clegg is behind the camera for all these
great shots!

RIGHT: Just how hot was it out in Indiana?
Hot enough to melt a traffic cone!
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LYN SHAY’S SAFETY UPDATE
Could Your Accident Been Prevented?
I recently attended a fleet safety seminar presented by The Graham Company who is the insurance broker and consultant for
E.J. Breneman, L.P. During this seminar, “preventability” was stressed as an important concept in motor fleet safety.
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration’s description of a preventable accident is “one which occurs because the driver
fails to act in a reasonably expected manner to prevent it. In judging whether the driver's actions were reasonable, one seeks to
determine whether the driver drove defensively and demonstrated an acceptable level of skill and knowledge. The judgment of
what is reasonable can be based on a company‐adopted definition, thus establishing a goal for its safety management programs.”
I would like to share the following guidelines which have been designed to educate our employees and provide standards that
will be used fairly and consistently by the Safety Committee when determining whether an accident or incident was “preventable”.
Before you read the guidelines, I would like you to do a few things. First, think about an accident you may have had in the past
or an accident that you know about and determine whether you believe it was preventable. Then take moment to explore what
your own definition of a “preventable” accident is prior to your review.
Accident Preventability Guidelines
Animals –An accident involving animals can be considered preventable if a driver was speeding or did not do everything reasonable
to avoid the animal.
Backing – Almost all backing collisions are considered preventable. Also remember that a driver is not relieved of his responsibility
to back safely when a guide is involved in the maneuver. A guide cannot control the movement of the vehicle; therefore, a driver
must check all clearances for himself.
Fixed Objects – Collisions with fixed objects are always preventable. They usually involve the failure to check or properly judge
clearances.
Front‐end Collisions – Regardless of the abrupt or unexpected stops of the vehicle ahead, front‐end collisions can be prevented by
maintaining a safe following distance. This includes being prepared for possible obstructions on the highway, either in plain view
or hidden by road configurations such as the crest of a hill or the curve of a roadway. “Overdriving headlights” at night is a
common cause of front‐end collisions. Night speed should not be greater than that which will permit the vehicle to come to a stop
within the forward distance illuminated by the vehicle’s headlights. Failure to signal or gradually slow down should be considered
preventable.
Intersections – It is the responsibility of the driver to approach, enter, and cross intersections prepared to avoid accidents that
might occur through the actions of other drivers. Complex traffic movement, blind intersections, or failure of the “other driver” to
conform to laws or traffic control devices will not automatically discharge an accident as “not preventable”. Intersection accidents
are considered preventable even though the driver has not violated traffic regulations. A driver’s failure to take precautionary
measures prior to entering the intersection is a factor to be considered when deciding whether an intersection accident was
preventable.
In‐vehicle Distractions – Distractions such as looking at a map, GPS, texting, talking on a cell phone, shaving, etc. are all considered
preventable.
Lane Encroachment – A safe driver is rarely a victim of entrapment by another driver when changing lanes or merging into traffic.
A driver’s unwillingness to yield to other vehicles, wait for a break in traffic, or ignore blind spots are not excuses for lane
encroachment accidents. Drivers should allow extra space (a safety cushion) to protect themselves in areas of limited visibility.
Loose Objects In the Vehicle – Accidents due to objects in the vehicle (phones, notepads, GPS, etc.) that are not secured usually
are preventable.
Passing – A driver’s failure to pass safely indicates faulty judgment and the possible failure to consider one or more of the
important factors a driver must observe before attempting the maneuver. Unusual actions of the driver being passed or of
oncoming traffic might appear to exonerate a driver involved in a passing accident; however, it must be taken into consideration
that passing is voluntary and is the driver’s responsibility.
Being Passed – Sideswipes or cut‐offs involving a driver when being passed can be preventable when the driver fails to yield to the
passing vehicle or move to the right where possible.
Mechanical Failure – Any accident that resulted from mechanical failure that reasonably could have been detected from the driver
is considered preventable. It is the driver’s responsibility to report unsafe vehicle conditions for repairs and to immediately stop
operating a vehicle when continued operation might result in an accident.
Moving Violations – Any accident resulting from a moving violation is preventable.
Non‐Collision – Accidents that involve overturning or running off the road, etc. when a driver is taking emergency action to prevent
being involved in a collision should be closely examined to determine if the driver was speeding or following too closely.

LYN SHAY FOR THE SAFETY
COMMITTEE

This Month’s
Technology Tips
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2013 Safety Committee Members
Kerry Hafer
Lyn Shay
A.J. McCloskey Michael Polak
Jesse Hepler
Robert Greene Kevin Templin Will Stripling Rodney Treichler
Rosemary Sobotor David Shay Dean Etchberger Roy Knieriem
Facebook, Blogs or Web logs are

The Safety Committee has been busy discussing and finalizing a proposal for revisions online journals and a great way to
to the Company Safety Incentive Program. A final revision to the program was accepted keep family and friends updated on
your latest news. You can post photos,
by the committee and submitted to company partners in August. The final policy will be follow the progress of a wedding or a
distributed companywide.
baby’s growth. The comment feature
is a good way for your audience to
develop a dialogue.

In addition to the Safety Incentive Program revisions, hands‐free cell phone devices
However, this internet technology is
were trial tested and submitted for purchase approval. Wheel chocks were purchased
also a good way for scammers to take
and secured to equipment. Ladder extensions for the spreader and water trucks are
being researched in addition to platforms that will make it easier to perform shop work. advantage of you, your relatives and
friends so be careful not to include
Weld flash injuries will be prevented due to new signage posted at the shop. Vent caps
dates or times. Scammers can use
were inspected and a JSA will be developed to handle MC30.
your voice to fool everyone, especially
the elderly to send money. The latest
scam is you get an email from a
Most of these items addressed through the safety committee were a result of Near
legitimate name you recognize saying
Miss Reports that were submitted by company employees. The Safety Committee
they are in trouble, their car broke
would like to stress the importance of input from field personnel when detecting
down, or someone stole their wallet
and could you please send money.
hazards and preventing potential accidents and encourage employees to continue
CALL
THAT PERSON FIRST to make sure
submitting completed Near Miss Reports with corrective action suggestions. Please see
they are definitely in trouble. Most
a safety committee member listed above if you have an idea or concern.
times they are not and it’s a scam.
Bottom line – call before you act on it!

SAFETY UPDATE

CONTINUED

Opposing Vehicles – When involved in a head‐on or sideswipe collision, it is important to check the action of the driver. Even though
an opposing vehicle may have entered the driver’s lane it may have been possible to avoid the collision. For example if the opposing
driver is passing another vehicle and enters into the driver’s traffic lane and the driver failed to slow down, stop, move to the right, the
driver has failed to take action to prevent a collision.
Parking – Unconventional parking lots, gas stations, failure to put out warning devices, double parking, etc. generally are preventable.
Rollaway accidents from a parked position or failure to properly block wheels or to turn wheels toward the curb to prevent vehicle
movement normally should be classified as preventable. Also a driver’s failure to prevent unauthorized entry into an unlocked and
unattended vehicle is considered preventable.
Passenger Accidents – Passenger accidents in any type of vehicle are preventable when they are caused by the faulty operation of the
vehicle. Even if the accident did not involve a collision of the vehicle, it must be considered preventable when the driver stops, turns,
or accelerates abruptly.
Pedestrians – Court decisions generally favor the pedestrian hit by a moving vehicle. School zones, neighborhoods, shopping areas,
cities and other areas with special pedestrian traffic must be traveled at reduced speeds equal to the particular situation.
Railroad Crossing – Collisions with trains are preventable. The driver should determine at all times if it is safe to cross the railroad
crossing.
Turning – Failure to signal, to properly position the vehicle for the turn, to check rear view mirrors, to check pedestrian walkways, or
to take any other defensive action could have been preventable.
Weather – Adverse weather conditions are not an excuse for being involved in an accident. These conditions increase the hazard.
Failure to adjust to prevailing weather conditions or “call it a day” when necessary should be considered when determining if an
accident was preventable.
Before I end this article, I want you to think about the questions I asked you prior to reading the Accident Preventability Guidelines.
Do you think that your past accident or the accident you thought about may have been preventable? Has your definition of a
“preventable accident” changed?
And are you driving defensively and demonstrating the skills and knowledge needed to prevent a future accident?
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We Say Good‐bye & Thanks to Terry Conrad

Terry Conrad….well what can I possibly say! Terry
started with EJB in March of 1972 and after many
years of service, retired at the end of the 2012 paving season. If my
math serves me correctly Terry had over 40 years of service with E.J.
Breneman and EJB Paving. Terry started when I was only five years
old to put that into perspective. Showing his commitment and
dedication to this company can not be overstated. For those who
don’t know Terry, he has a “kinda” quiet and subdued personality and
a great sense of humor. I never knew what would come out of his
mouth? I have to laugh just thinking about it. Terry was one of the
best equipment operators that this company has ever employed; he
could run anything you threw him. For the last several years, Terry
ran paver for Mike Orischak and I must say that in it’s self would drive
me to retirement (haha).
Terry ‐ from all of us at EJB, enjoy your retirement and may the
Bingo gods be with you! Thank you so much from all of us and stay
healthy in whatever you do “post paving”.
P.S. – Terry, what the heck is a Skanamana?
~Steve Orischak
EJB Paving and Materials Co.

Miller Municipal Supply, a division of E.J. Breneman, L.P.
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Throughout the year employees from E.J. Breneman and Miller Municipal Supply attend several conventions and trade
shows to help build customer relations, customer education and increase sales.
One such trade show was the 91st Annual PSATS (Pennsylvania State Association of Township Supervisors) Convention
held in April at the Hershey Convention Center. It was attended by over 3,700 township officials and 300 vendors. E.J.
Breneman’s experienced sales force of Mike Polak and Gary Wetzel were hard at work promoting the company’s image and
product line.
In July, The Berks County Public Works Association held a meeting at the Oley Fairgrounds. The meeting featured
speakers from E.J. Breneman. Mike Polak presented “Pavement Preservation Procedures” using thin lift hot mix asphalt and
micro‐surfacing. Gary Wetzel spoke on the current Penn DOT traffic sign changes and the solutions to meet these new
requirements.
ALL PICTURES: Mike Polak and Gary Wetzel attend the Annual PSATS
Convention displaying brochures and talking to various customers. Looks like all
were interested!

ABOVE: Another
father and
daughter team at
Breneman is
Mike Polak and
his daughter
Amanda Smith.
Amanda was at
the convention
helping where
needed plus
capturing the
event on camera.
Say Cheese!
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WHAT’S GOING ON IN YOUR NECK OF THE WOODS?

CIRCUS CIRCUS CIRCUS!
SCHUYLKILL HAVEN BOROUGH DAY
Kempton Community Rec. Center
Downtown Schuylkill Haven & The Shops
82 Community Center Drive, Kempton
at the Meck Knitting Mill, Schuylkill Haven
Sat. Sept. 16,2013
Sat. Sept. 28, 2013 9am‐4pm
Show times: 5:30pm & 7:30pm
Starts with breakfast at a local church, arts
90 fun filled minutes, thrills, chills,
& crafts, food, free entertainment
laughter, & animals.
throughout town, train rides and activities
Affordable, family fun!
for the kids! Fun, family affordable day!
Admission: $15 adult/for each adult,
Visit: www.SHBoroughDay.com
bring 2 children 14yrs or younger for free
FALL FESTIVAL AT PIONEER EVERGREEN
JAZZ UNDER THE STARS/THE JOST PROJECT
FARMS
Reading Public Museum
159 East Adamsdale Road, Orwigsburg
500 Museum Road, Reading
Sept. 13‐Nov. 3, Fri. 5pm‐9pm,
Thurs. Oct. 3, 2013 7pm
Sat. 12pm‐9pm, Sun. 12pm‐7pm
Enjoy great musical performances while
Scenic mountain hayride, tree maze,
experiencing visually stunning images
obstacle course, bounce house, mtn. roll,
on the theatre’s dome above.
corn crib, 60” tube slide, peddle go‐kart,
Refreshments available for purchase.
water balloon launcher, caterpillar crawl,
nerf tag, train ride, petting zoo, pony
HAUNTED HAY RIDES
rides, & concession stands.
West Reading Playground
$11.00 includes all above activities
500 Sycamore Rd., West Reading
$8.50 includes all above activities
Fri. Oct. 23,2013 & Sat. Oct. 24,2013
except hay ride.
7‐9pm 610.374.8273
Visit: www.PioneerEvergreenFarms.com
$3 includes hayride, drinks, smores, &
maze. Suitable for children under 10yrs.
ORWIGSBURG FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS
M&T Bank, Orwigsburg
HOLIDAY GLOW CELEBRATION
Dec. 7, 2013 4:30pm
Nov. 29, 2013‐Dec. 24,2013
Final send off for Bicentennial
West Reading Shopping District
celebrations. Enjoy carolers in period
Old fashioned winter wonderland with
clothing showcasing old time skills
horse drawn carriage rides. Businesses
& trades in Center Square
offering special holiday hours & promos.

HATBORO SIDEWALK SALE, CRAFT FAIR,
& PET RESCUE FAIR
Pet rescue at Hatboro Baptist Church
Sidewalk sale & craft fair Downtown Hatboro,

Sat. Sept. 21,2013 9am‐3pm
Pet demos & exhibits, tree trolley rides,
crafts, kids fun zone, & much more!
ROSLYN VALLEY CAR SHOW & FALL FESTIVAL

Roslyn Valley Shopping Center
1331‐51 Easton Road, Roslyn
Sat. Sept. 28, 3pm‐8:30pm,
Sun. Sept. 29,2013 12‐5pm
Arts & crafts, 200+ vehicle car show,
dance contest, Eagle cheerleaders,
balloon twisting, face painting, games,
rides, prizes, fire works, & much more!
THE AMERICAN HERITAGE OF
CHOCOLATE AT PENNYPACKER MILLS
5 Haldeman Road, Schwenksville
Sat. Oct. 5, 2013 11am‐4pm 610.287.9349
Join Mars Chocolate History Ambassadors
as they bring chocolate history to life.
Touch, taste, & smell chocolate! Products
available for sale. Refreshments served.
All ages; suggested donation $2pp
OAKS GUN SHOW
Greater Philadelphia Expo Center at Oaks
100 Station Ave, Oaks
Sat. Oct. 5, 2013, 9am‐5pm,
Sun. Oct. 6, 2013 9am‐4pm
Gun show event with 1000 tables.
$10 admission (see website for coupon)
Visit: www.EagleArms.com

HOT ROD BONFIRE BASH
Roman Farm
4178 Lovers Lane, Slatington
Sat. Sept. 14,2013 10am‐?
Bonfire, hot rods, motorcycles, food, live music,
adult beverages, & free camping.
$10 entrance fee

OTTERTOBERFEST
Lehigh Valley Zoo
5150 Game Preserve Road, Schnecksville
Sat., Oct. 19,2013 10am‐4pm
Craft beer & wine for sale, crafts, live music, nose to
beak animal encounters, silent auction & our
American river otters!
Visit: www.LVZoo.org

ANTIQUE & MODERN ARMS SHOW
Agri‐Plex at Allentown Fairgrounds
302 North 17th St., Allentown
Sat. Oct. 19,2013 9am‐5pm
Sun. Oct. 20, 2013 9am‐2pm
Trade show & collector event with
antique & modern guns & more!
Visit: www.AllentonwShow.net

FIRST FROST TRAIN MEET & SHOW
Agri‐Plex at Allentown Fairgrounds
302 North 17th St., Allentown
Sat. Nov. 9,2013 9am‐4pm,
Sun. Nov. 10,2013 9am‐3pm
625 dealer & vendor tables, displays,
exhibits, races, test track & more!
Kids 12 & under free with adult admission $7
Visit: www.AllentownTrainMeet.com

HELPFUL TIPS!
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TIPS FROM FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER
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E. J. Breneman and EJB Paving
are really making the rounds on the Cover Story….continued from page 1
internet. We now have social
media accounts at the following shoulders of the road, clogging drainage ditches and rutting deeper, more aggregate was added. With
places. Like us, follow us, let people each application, the height of the roadway increased. Soon property owners were faced with driveway
too steep and unstable to reach the road.
know about it!

LinkedIn
http://www.linkedin.com/company/e.j.‐
breneman‐l.p.
http://www.linkedin.com/company/ejb‐
paving‐&‐materials‐co‐

Twitter
http://www.twitter.com/ejbreneman
http://www.twitter.com/ejbpaving

YouTube
http://www.youtube.com/ejbreneman

Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/ejb1117
http://www.facebook.com/ejbpaving

And don’t forget to check out our
WebPages too.
http://www.ejbreneman.com
http://www.ejbpaving.com

If the design life of a county road is approximately 30 years, the impact of every 1,000 extra trucks on
that county road would decrease the roadways lifespan by 13% (taking into account that a county road
would average 1,000 vehicles a day). In most areas with shale gas drilling, the truck count is increased
dramatically when the fracking operation starts, which means hundreds of trucks carrying water venture
onto improved and unimproved roadways.
The idea of using aggregate to cover over or keep the roadway in some kind of reasonable shape gave
way to traditional hot mix asphalt applications, With unstable sub‐base problems, however, it was
apparent that not just the surface course but the sub‐base itself was in need of stabilization.
The effects on an unimproved roadway are instantaneous with movement of the road materials and
sub soils. Some improved roads may take a day to start showing signs of fatigue and then failure. Nearly
all local and state governments understand that this degradation of their highway system will take place
when drilling and fracking operations are close at hand. This type of road damage will lead to
extraordinary monetary costs.
In Pennsylvania, tens of thousands of dollars have been spent on weight limit signs alone. Fracking
operations require around 890 to 1,350 truckloads of water and additives. The well requires around 5.6
million gallons of water during the fracking process of one well head, which is equivalent to 3.5 million
car trips.
The energy companies take full responsibility for the failed roadways and placed these roads out for
public bid. In response to this issue, the energy companies looked for alternative solutions to help
rebuild the failing infrastructure and calm the anger of local officials and the general public. In nearly all
cases, full depth reclamation (FDR) was recommended for the roads that have carried these extra trucks
and their loads.

FDR TO THE RESCUE
————————————

E.J. Breneman, L.P. was one of the first contractors to use FDR in the Marcellus and Utica shale fields in

Don’t forget to check the
Northern and Western Pennsylvania. The company has been associated with FDR for many years. This
employee portion of our website to
process uses the full flexible pavement section and a predetermined portion of the underlying materials.
find out what items are
The materials are uniformly crushed, pulverized and blended with additives, resulting in a stabilized base
currently being sold!
http://www.ejbreneman.com/
Employees.php

Or select
“Employees (log‐in required)”
from the menu at the very
bottom of any page.

course. The FDR process allows a deteriorating roadway to be returned to a stable state in a very short
period of time.

This process rebuilds worn asphalt pavements and soft sub‐base materials by recycling the existing
roadway materials. The old asphalt, chip seal and sub‐base materials are pulverized and mixed with
Portland cement and water.

The use of the FDR process in the shale gas field operations has come about not only because it is a
major
fix to a very serious problem but, that’s also because virgin aggregate was depleted in some areas
Your login and password are both:
due
to
the past practices to construct these roadways.
ejbee.
Asphalt plants had also been subjected to shortages in aggregate for new hot mix asphalt. Conserving
aggregate materials through the recycling processes makes smart economic and strategic sense. Some of
the best quality aggregates were mined first and are already in place in our road system.

FIXING THE ROADS
Sign up to receive your
DIRECT DEPOSIT
notice by email, and do your part
to help contribute to the
company’s initiative to be GREEN.
GREEN
You get your paystub electronically
about two days before
payday, and the company saves
money on paper and envelopes.
Send an email to
hr@ejbreneman.com
for more information.

So far, nearly 600 lane miles have been constructed using FDR Portland cement in the Marcellus and
Utica shale fields; Breneman has completed around 400 of those lane miles. Work on the roads started in
2010 and is still ongoing but at a much slower pace.
To fix the deteriorating roads from the shale gas operations, Breneman uses a self‐propelled, traveling
rotary reclaimer capable of cutting up to 16 inches in depth. The equipment is able to pulverize the
existing pavement, base and sub‐grade at a minimum width of 8 feet.
The machine is equipped with a computerized integral liquid proportioning system capable of
regulating and monitoring the water application rate relative to the depth of cut, width of cut, and
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speed.
The pavement is first pulverized and broken down to meet specifications. Then additives are placed according to the mix
design. The additives are accurately and uniformly spread on the pulverized pavement by using an adjustable rate auger / vane
type dry additive distributor.
Portland cement and other additives to the mix design
are then spread over the pulverized roadway materials.
Once the cement additive is applied, the additive and
pulverized pavements are mixed together using the
reclaimer in a second pulverization and mixing operation.
This is done at the design‐specified treatment depth
while simultaneously injecting additional water needed
through the machine computerized integral liquid
proportioning system to create a homogenous mixture.
Once the roadway materials are mixed homogenously,
the materials are compacted slightly before grading with
a motor grader. The compaction effort is conducted using
various types of compaction equipment.
The curing process for chemical stabilized base is
between three to five days after final compaction has
been completed. The surface is protected from drying
too fast. A bituminous prime coat is applied to the entire
surface to slow the curing or drying of the cement
stabilized base and to stop dust from the drying operation
from getting airborne.

BEST CHOICE FOR THE ROADS
FDR is a great choice for these deteriorated roads
because there is no stability in the roadway. Stabilizing
the old road and soils can be accomplished without
moving the materials, a benefit when the logistics and
cost of moving the materials would place an unworkable
financial and environmental burden on the project.
Stabilization will increase the shear strength of the
soils and road materials and control the shrink‐swell
properties of these materials, thus improving the load‐
bearing capacity of the sub‐base to support pavement and foundations.
When roadways are stabilized and treated with the right additives, storm water run‐off will not cause erosion, which in turn
would have sent thousands of tons of silt into rivers and bays. This erosion clogs and silts vital waterways, silting over fish
habitats that would have been spawning grounds for future generations.
The FDR process helps to preserve soils, waterways and roadways. The same materials used to build the original highway
system can be reused to repair, reconstruct and maintain them. Where appropriate, reclamation of soils, aggregates and asphalt
materials makes sound economic, environmental land engineering sense.
The modern way to construct using FDR has been around for over 20 years. The process itself is the fastest expanding
construction method used today.
The roads constructed in the Marcellus and Utica Energy fields will continue to perform beyond a predicted lifetime of 20
years. The wearing courses will oxidize and breakdown before that period of time, however, the cement base will provide
strength and support for the new hot mix asphalt applications of the future.
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News from the Home Front

RIGHT TOP: I scream, you
scream, Gema Stover screams for
ice cream. YUMMY!!!
BOTTOM RIGHT: Kristina Stover
welcomes baby Shaun to her
family.

ABOVE: Becky Steltz’s daughter, Jessica,
was featured in the pet section of the
newspaper The Morning Call. Seems all
is puuuurrrrrrfect with her cat Wayne!
BELOW: Isabel DeMartino, third from
left took part in her school’s 12 hour
dance marathon. By your support Isabel
was able to surpass her goal of $300 and
raise $1,124 during the 2013 Mini‐THON
at Boyertown High School. As a whole, her school raised
$31,852.86 passing that goal of $30,000.00. This fund raiser
goes to the Four Diamonds organization which helps families
fighting pediatric cancer.

RIGHT : Kevin Templin, Jr. stands
with his dad Kevin Templin after
receiving his BS degree in
Business Administration from
Philadelphia University. Kevin
will be continuing in the
accelerated MBA program
making his dad very proud!!

RIGHT:
Glenn McNeill
sets up office
while on
vacation.
Seems like he
made good use
of both
company
towels!
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LEFT: Seems like Charlene
Zawaski forgot to dress the
part as she attends the
Mid‐Atlantic Air Museum’s
23rd Anniversary WWII
Weekend with son & wife,
Matthew and Judy Stricker.

RIGHT:
Keeping with
“All In The
Family”, John
DeMartino’s
daughter, Dana,
is all smiles on
her last day of
work. Dana
helped in the
Operations
Department
over the
summer and
we’re hoping
she returns to
us over her
winter break!
BELOW: Fred Drum and Monica Chiccini share a
kiss after becoming Mr. and Mrs. <3

RIGHT:
Looks like Charlene is ready
for action as she handles the
machine gun and gets a once
in a lifetime ride in the
Yankee Lady!

RIGHT:
WWII buff Roy
Knieriem with dad
Ted Knieriem and
niece Jenna
Rothrock attend
the event as well.

RIGHT:
Two of Steve
Clegg’s
favorites! His
daughter
Alissa inside his
truck!!

RIGHT:
Phil Wagner welcomes
granddaughter, Elayna Leonie.
Born on June 18th at 6:27 pm
and weighing 6lb 10 oz. Proud
grandpa is eagerly awaiting his
third grandchild expected in
October.

RIGHT: Dave & Lyn Shay
celebrated the marriage of their
daughter. Congratulations Mike &
Katie Mast. <3

LEFT: Paula
Blankenbiller
experiences her
second grandchild,
Adrian. He was
born July 5th and
weighed 8lb 1 oz.
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Our Staff Knows How To Have Fun…..
BELOW: Even though he has the
strength to hold a circular saw to cut
joints with just one hand, looks like
Chuck Belschwinder needs two
hands to hold his pants up! Go buy
a belt Chuck!

ABOVE: H
air‐brain,
feather‐bra
want to ca
in, whateve
ll it, Mike
r you
Polak got
audience w
the attenti
hen he ma
on of his
de his spe
American
ech at the
Public Wo
rks Associ
Chapter ea
ation Flori
rlier this y
da
ear.

ABOVE: Did someone ask for a special delivery ?
Looks like Fred Drum and Nate Schucker fit the
description when on the Cold‐in‐Place Recycling job
in Hershey, Derry Township.
BELOW: Phil Wagner, Becky Steltz, John DeMartino, Rosemary Sobotor,
Charlene Zawaski, Lyn Shay, Roger Schmidt, Maryanne Mohan and Paul
Yeich are just a few who were photographed as the office salutes their
colors to the flag for Memorial Day!!

RIGHT:
Looks like
another staff
member joined
the over “50”
club! The office
welcomed
Maryanne
Mohan in style!!

LEFT:
Looks like the shop was
having a major yard sale!
That’s just Lyndell Ricard and
Jason Sockalosky reorganizing,
restocking the box truck in
preparation for the season of
Ultra‐Thin jobs.

LEFT:
“SAY IT” AIN’T
SO!! Wasn’t
Dan Sejuit
suppose to
retire this
year?
Apparently not
yet!!
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The “Grill Master” John DeMartino...
He’s actually smiling and looks
happy!! :)

ABOVE CENTER RIGHT: What woman wouldn’t
want to see a man in an apron! ?! Phil Wagner
and Jimi McNear show off their cooking skills
for a Company outing.

ABOVE & BELOW: Kim Hunt was surprised with a
farewell speech from Phil and a good‐bye cake.
Kim is starting her next chapter in life moving to
Montana. We wish her all the best and thank Kim
for her years of hard work at EJB.

BELOW: Office staff select their
favorite eats.

LEFT: Larry Orischak and Amanda
Smith enjoying the sun rays!

RIGHT:
Has Don
Powers gone
ape for his
job? Or is this
just another
supervisor/
staff photo for
EJB Paving?

RIGHT:
Are you
smarter then
a laborer?
Not so sure
after seeing
Doug Bailey
and Kyle
Lenosky’s
silly faces!

ABOVE: Not sure about you
but I think Lyndell Ricard
and Cisco Alvarado spend
more time fishing then they
do working road
construction. Who agrees?

RIGHT & ABOVE: Mike Orischak isn’t in a pickle; that’s
just a nickname he got for being the youngest looking
guy in the group and it stuck! So why not advertise!! ;)
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Getting to
know our
staff…
Jason Sockalosky

CHANGE OF DUTIES
CHANGES FOR THE OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT:
Rexella Jandrew will now be responsible for handling our Accounts Payables
in which she will be verifying rates and invoices, ensuring we have all backups
and approving bills for payments. In addition, Rex will continue to help out
wherever else is needed.
Kristina Stover will be taking over the Contract Administrator role. In
addition, Kristina will help support estimating and also help out the other
staff.
We feel that both ladies will flourish in their new roles. Please direct work to
appropriate person and SHOULD YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS SEE JOHN
DEMARTINO.

CHANGES FOR THE ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT:
Jason Sockalosky, employee of
E.J. Breneman for seven years, is a
foreman with our Ultrathin Division.

With Kim Hunt relocating to the Wild, Wild West, the Accounting Department
has reassigned her responsibilities among existing employees and a recently
hired Accounting Assistant. These tasks have been added to their existing job
descriptions. ANY QUESTIONS SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO PHIL WAGNER OR
MICHELE MULL.

Jason resides in York, Pennsylvania
Rusty Hoover will be handling compliance matters, company policies and
with his wife, Katie, his daughter Ally
disability related issues.
3, and his two mutts, Coop and
Paula Blankenbiller will be handling administrative employee benefits and
Memphis.

new employee orientation. Paula will also be handling the cell phones.

In his spare time, Jason enjoys
fishing at Hawk Mountain, cooking
trout, and knitting quilts! Who knew
he had so many hidden talents?
Did you know Jason’s favorite
baseball team is the Atlanta Braves?
He also played centerfield for his high
school baseball team. Baseball wasn’t
the only sport he played. He was also
a wide receiver on the football team .
Fun facts: Some of Jason’s
favorites are pizza, ice cream, water,
Miller Lite, his EJB Ford F150, NFL, and
the Buffalo Bills. His dream vacation
would take him to Hawaii or Italy. As
for his dream job, he’s living the
dream as a Foreman at EJB!

Cynthia Purcell will be providing administrative support for these as well as
other accounting functions.

CHANGES FOR SAFETY DEPARTMENT:
Lynette Shay as always will assist in the hiring of field (union employees) by
setting up drug & physical testing facilities, “safety” orientation, and DOT
paperwork. Lyn, Paula and Rusty will be working closely with each other in
orienting and training of new employees. More details later on this.

CHANGES FOR MILLER MUNICIPAL SUPPLY:
Larry Orischak is now handling administrative duties at Miller Municipal
Supply in addition to his role at the shop.

PLEASE NOTE:
A more exhaustive and comprehensive list of assigned HR duties
and responsibilities will be disseminated to all employees as these
roles take shape. Please ask your supervisor for guidance in the
meanwhile.

Meet our
KNOW WHAT’S OUT THERE! newest
office
staff member:
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Cindy Purcell

Cindy has joined the staff of the
Accounting Department.
She has a daughter 18, and a son
almost 21 plus granddaughter Sophia
who just turned one in July and is the
“apple of her eye”.
Cindy recently graduated from
Reading Area Community College, Cum
Laude, with her Associates degree in
Accounting and hopes to continue
pursuing her Bachelors degree through
Albright College. She is currently taking
courses to continue her education.
ABOVE: Jeff DeMarte’s fiancé Missy Stichter has moved her Dessert Dreamz bakery. If you have
never sampled one of her delicious creations you don’t realize what you are missing!! Her place is
now located in West Reading with the convenience of parking on the side so check it out!!!

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

Kristina Stover—Sept 8
Jeff DeMarte—Sept 9
Kevin Hartberger—Sept 11
Michele Mull—Sept 12
Cisco Alvarado—Sept 15
Walter Knepper—Sept 17
Bob Matlock—Sept 19
Mike Beissel—Sept 22
Bob Ream—Sept 22
Chris Gibas—Sept 22
Kurt Gilbert—Sept 23
Jon Gibas—Sept 26
Gary Marx—Sept 30

Mike Orischak—Oct 1
Gary Ahouse—Oct 7
John Kehler – Oct 11
Lyndell Ricard—Oct 14
Lynn Hatt—Oct 21
Roy Knieriem—Oct 21
Andy Zielinski—Oct 22
Phil Wagner—Oct 26

Growing up in Berks County Cindy
currently lives in Wernersville with her
fiancé, Rob. She enjoys reading, cooking,
and the outdoors.

NOVEMBER
Billy Austerberry—Nov 1
AJ Sockalosky—Nov 3
Brian Hamm—Nov 5
Scott Yost—Nov 5
Tery Reinert Jr—Nov 8
Rex Jandrew—Nov 9
Andrew Miller—Nov 16
Rusty Magee—Nov 21
Emory Edwards—Nov 22
Charlene Zawaski—Nov 23
Kevin Templin—Nov 28
Mike Leibensperger‐Nov 29

DECEMBER
Lyn Shay—Dec 2
Paula Blankenbiller—Dec 8
Neal Maccarone—Dec 8
Paul Yeich—Dec 18
Rob Jones—Dec 25
Steve Clegg—Dec 26
John Balderrama—Dec 27
Rick Jones—Dec 28
AJ McCloskey—Dec 29
Don Power—Dec 31

HUNTING AND TRAPPING SEASON CHANGES
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The Pennsylvania Game Commission gave preliminary approval to hunting and trapping seasons and bag limits
for the 2013‐14 license year.
Hunters and trappers are advised that several seasons will be open or run approximately a week later in the
2013‐14 license year to accommodate calendar swings related to the timing of Thanksgiving.
There are proposed changes to fall turkey seasons in several wildlife management units, an earlier start to the
junior and regular squirrel seasons, changes to extended bear‐hunting opportunities, increased daily and season
bag limits for beavers in some units, and a return of the statewide snowshoe hare hunting season with a shortened
season in certain units.
Another proposed change is to eliminate the extended regular firearms season in certain units while only special regulations area counties —
Allegheny, Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery and Philadelphia counties — will retain the extended regular firearms season.
For further information, visit the game commission’s website at www.pgc.state.pa.us.

E J BRENEMAN/EJB PAVING
1117‐1119 SNYDER ROAD
WEST LAWN PA 19609

